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Castle Setup/
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Prepare castle
and
accessories
for setup. You
should have a
castle in a
blue duffle bag, a blower, a bag of
stakes, two towels, and other
accessories depending on the castle
rented. Stakes must be used at all
times when the castle is inflated.
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Remove
castle from
blue duffle
bag, unfold
castle, and
all slides and
pools as well. Make sure the yellow
blower tube is not twisted or
folded. It needs to be extended
straight out from the castle.

Plug the blower into an outlet or
extension cord. Take note of the
"RESET" and "TEST" buttons on the back
of the plug. Turn the blower ON by
pushing the "ON/OFF" switch to the
"ON" position.
*NOTE*: The blower may not start when
turned on. THIS IS NORMAL. Find the
"RESET" button on the back of the plug
in. Push the "RESET" button, and the
blower will start.

Deflation process
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To deflate the castle,
Once the castle is fully
push the "ON/OFF"
deflated, you can wash
switch to the "OFF"
off any soiled spots or
position. Remove the
markings and remove
yellow tube from the grass/leaves from the castle.
5.
air exit on the
USE ONLY WATER TO CLEAN
blower, as shown in photo 5. Allow the
THE CASTLES.
castle at least 15 minutes to deflate.
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Once the castle is
rolled up, place the
castle back into blue
duffle bag and close
the zipper.
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3

3A.

Set the blower
next to the
yellow blower
tube, as shown
in photo 3A.
3B.
Cover the
blower/air exit with the yellow tube
and pull velcro strap gently, to tighten
the tube to the exit, as shown in photo
3B. Make sure the entire velcro strap is
attached over the lip of the blower.
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Two towels are
supplied with each
castle to eliminate
mud from the castle
surface. Towels
MUST be placed at
each entry point around the inflatable
unit. Children MUST wipe mud/dirt from
their feet BEFORE entering the castle.
There is NO need to wash towels before
returning your rental.
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Prepare the castle to be
packed up by folding in
pools and slides first.
The castle should be in
the shape of a square.
Fold castle in half, then
in half again, in the same direction. Push air
out of the castle as you fold.

Prepare castle and all
If you are planning to
accessories to be
return your castle
returned. Double check to
earlier than your
make sure you haven't
scheduled drop off
forgotten anything!

time call first

613.561.8772
Castles can not be used in the rain. During rain the castle/accessories can stay outside but the blower
MUST be stored in a cool/dry place.

